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Abstract

[Excerpt] Through labor-management policy, the management is responsible for establishing mutually beneficial relations between workers and employers. Establishing proper relations from the perspective of the worker refers to protecting workers’ rights by guaranteeing their quality of life. Areas of labor-management policy set by management include those that appropriate wages and labor conditions; stipulate and settle collective relations between management and workers; and establish industrial safety and workers’ compensation. Management also sets employment policies related to labor welfare, vocational training, employment security, maintenance of employment agencies, and other policies that push forward human resource development.

When setting these policies, management seeks to find a solution that is mutually beneficial for workers and employers. However, in the case of downsizing, there are not sufficient guidelines specific or objective enough for both workers and employers to agree on. Therefore, it is difficult to resolve differences when it comes to labor settlements. The following case study hypothetically illustrates ways in which the management could resolve labor settlements that are jointly accepted by workers and employers.
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THE POTENTIAL OF DATA ENVELOPMENT ANALYSIS (DEA) IN LABOR ADJUSTMENT POLICY

Intae Choi

Through labor-management policy, the management is responsible for establishing mutually beneficial relations between workers and employers. Establishing proper relations from the perspective of the worker refers to protecting workers’ rights by guaranteeing their quality of life. Areas of labor-management policy set by management include those that appropriate wages and labor conditions; stipulate and settle collective relations between management and workers; and establish industrial safety and workers’ compensation. Management also sets employment policies related to labor welfare, vocational training, employment security, maintenance of employment agencies, and other policies that push forward human resource development.

When setting these policies, management seeks to find a solution that is mutually beneficial for workers and employers. However, in the case of downsizing, there are not sufficient guidelines specific or objective enough for both workers and employers to agree on. Therefore, it is difficult to resolve differences when it comes to labor settlements. The following case study hypothetically illustrates ways in which the management could resolve labor settlements that are jointly accepted by workers and employers.

Case Study

The management of Automobile Company has decided to conduct layoffs due to recent financial difficulties and weak profits. After meeting at headquarters, management has determined to conduct layoffs in customer service, factory production, and sales. Management decided to downsize these particular areas because two hours of labor per day was considered sufficient for the performance of actual operational duties. This would reduce unnecessary idle time. In order to fully understand the actual workload of those subject to cuts, management representatives went undercover as new employees in customer service, production, and dealer support. Through this investigation, it was concluded that employees’ workloads were much larger than expected, often exceeding normal labor hours. There were also served complaints about workers not receiving timely support from headquarters.

It is often workers in the field office who sense crisis the most during times of downsizing. From the perspective of those in management, the labor of production workers is often not considered high-level autonomous labor, but rather task and quantity-based labor that can be easily adjusted based on production output demand. However, in the aforementioned case study where there is a difference in perception between the field office workers and management, field office workers are likely to express their grievances if management proceeds with downsizing. Consequently, this would raise issues that could lead to a strike.
Therefore, when making labor adjustments, there needs to be an agreed-upon foundation that both management and field office employee can accept, rather than solely reflecting management’s point of view. In other words, management should not single out field workers as the first target for cuts simply because they did not yield results. Personnel reductions must be made based on labor inefficiencies. However, it is difficult to objectively judge what labor is inefficient, so it becomes important to clearly define what this means.

Although job surveys are performed to get a better grasp of inefficient labor, subjective factors should not be ruled out. To that end, Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a method that workers and employers could agree on as the basis for labor adjustment method that also measures labor efficiency more objectively. In other words, through the DEA method one can judge labor efficiency by rank or job function, determine which positions operate relatively inefficiently, and perform in-depth job surveys on such positions, potentially reducing current labor-management conflicts related to labor adjustments.

**DEA for Human Resource Efficiency Measurement**

Regression analysis has been the traditional method in measuring human resource efficiency. By measuring strength of any correlation between sales and relevant labor, the influence that such labor has on a company’s sales can be analyzed, and once that influence is shown to be positive, companies typically refrain from cutting such labor. However, with regression analysis it is difficult to make relative comparisons among job positions or ranks. Also, in cases where there are a variety of input and output variables, complications such as a multicollinearity problem between variables can exist.³

The DEA method can resolve such issues. DEA is method of analysis that measures the relative efficiency of each decision making unit equally for multiple input and output variables.⁴ It can be easily used to draw out efficiency changes between the decision making units.⁵ When an efficiency value of a decision making unit is close or equal to one, it is considered efficient, whereas if the value is measured significantly less than one, it considered inefficient compared to other decision making units.⁶

When applying DEA to human capital, output variables can include employee satisfaction levels, turnover rates, key personnel secure rates, training hours, personnel evaluation scores, employee grievances, etc. Input variables can include number of employees, paid-in capital, budget amount, base material input funds, equipment and number of machines, and labor costs such as salary and employee benefits. When estimating input and output variables, adjustments can be made based on business characteristics. Also, because this does not require a complex statistics package, it can be used easily and inexpensively using spreadsheet software.

**Expected Effects of Introducing DEA to Labor Adjustment policy**

Known as both a nonparametric method and a multi-criteria decision making method, DEA has been generally used in financial organizations for credit risk evaluations to predict bankruptcy. By applying DEA’s strengths to human resource management, factors such as turnover rate increases and job satisfaction level decreases can be evaluated to objectively
and quickly understand which labor is inefficient. Because this would be effective for labor adjustment and labor improvements, DEA would also be useful for the governmental human resource development policies.

In conclusion, prior to performing job analyses in a situation where labor adjustments need to be made, the DEA method provides a unique and effective way to approach labor adjustments. Presenting employees with outcomes from an objective efficiency analysis first and then performing job analyses would increase employee understanding and minimize resistance. This compares to current practices where management performs regression-based job analyses on their employees which, as described above, is inappropriate in many situations and can produce misleading data. In other words, if management informs workers that job analyses and required labor adjustment will be determined by objectively measuring inefficient outcomes from quantitative analysis using the DEA method, there would be greater employee understanding and fewer grievances. Therefore, it is essential that a process be put in place that thoroughly explains to employees how efficiency was measured in the first place.

Once inefficient job functions are determined through DEA analysis, in-depth investigations need to be conducted for the identified positions. It would be unreasonable to make cuts solely based on DEA results to minimize workers’ grievances. For example, if a particular employee had performed his or her duties consistently and a downsizing effort were suddenly announced without making improvements for work efficiency, it could be difficult for the employee to accept such cuts. Therefore, if a job function or position requiring improvement is discovered through job analyses with inefficient DEA results, a business needs to provide the relevant worker with an effective work process or present objective feedback as to why changes need to be made.
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